**DEdMin Program Flow Chart**

**First Trimester**
- PDWS8201 Program Overview
- PDWS8201 5-6 Seminars (Divisional & Specialization)
- PDWS8202 Mid-Career Assessment
- PDPS8200 Professional Development

**To be taken anytime during this period**

**Second Trimester**
- PDWS8202 Seminars 10 total
- Enlist Faculty Mentor
- PDWS8203 Project in Ministry Design
- Enlist Field Mentor

**Third Trimester**
- Implementing Project/Writing Phase
- PDPM8601 Project in Ministry Design
- The cost of 6 course hours must be paid at beginning of Project in Ministry 1
- Final Project Proposal
- PDRS8001 Continual Enrollment

**Graduation**
- Final Copies
- ProDoc students are required to be registered for every trimester. While the student is awaiting approval of their final project proposal, the student will register for Continual Enrollment.

- Graduation Application: February or September
- Deliver 3 copies to ProDoc Office
- Faculty Mentor Edits
- Submit Project Report
- Style-Reader Edits
- Exit Interview
- Copy will be delivered to Faculty Mentor and 2 readers
- Edit Project Report
- Preview Copy
- Send to ProDoc office to be delivered to Library for final corrections. Corrections will be scanned and emailed to the student
- Make Final Corrections
- Final Copies
- Bring 4 final copies (and additional if wanted) on 100% cotton paper to ProDoc office Friday before Graduation rehearsal
- Graduation!

**Code:**
- - Seminar/Workshop/Registration Status
- - Item to be turned in
- - Mentor

[Students are only allowed to take 2 Continual Enrollments in a row—after 2 Continual Enrollments in a row, students must register for Program Delay with a fee]